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Body Magic A Blissful End To Emotional Eating
Where Law of Attraction Meets Natural Magic New York Times and USA Today
Bestselling Author Maggie Shayne’s Bliss Blog is changing lives and raising
vibrations everywhere. This is leading edge thought that empowers readers with
a deeper understanding of the Universe and our place within it. Learn to supercharge your connection to Source, tune up your intuition, raise your vibe. With a
little practice, you’ll soon see your fondest wishes popping into your your
experience. It’s amazing, and far simpler than most are making it. Every chapter
speaks to, uplifts, and soothes the soul THE BLISS COLLECTION compiles
three years worth of the Bliss Blog’s wisdom, guidance, rituals, meditations,
insights and spells and puts it all right at your fingertips. The Bliss Blog, where
law of attraction meets natural magic.
Magic Bullets are inspirations that can transform the lives of those who are ready,
willing, and able to shift gears. The purpose of this book is to inspire its readers
to think and act in happier and healthier ways than they previously have. Some
may find this book absolutely enlightening. Those who are already enlightened
may find that this book confirms and enhances their experience.
Basing himself in the Indian city of Banaras, where magic is a familiar part of
everyday life, the author reviews the major theories that have explained magic
over the last century. He argues that all of these theories leave out something
critical, namely what he calls "magical consciouness."
"The real history of man is the history of religion." The truth of the famous dictum
of Max Muller, the father of the History of Religions, is nowhere so obvious as in
Tibet. Western students have observed that religion and magic pervade not only
the forms of Tibetan art, politics, and society, but also every detail of ordinary
human existence. And what is the all-pervading religion of Tibet? The Buddhism
of that country has been described to us, of course, but that does not mean the
question has been answered. The unique importance of Stephan Beyerís work is
that it presents the vital material ignored or slighted by others: the living ritual of
Tibetan Buddhists. The reader is made a witness to cultic proceedings through
which the author guides him carefully. He does not force one to accept easy
explanations nor does he direct one's attention only to aspects that can be
counted on to please. He leads one step by step, without omitting anything,
through entire rituals, and interprets whenever necessary without being unduly
obtrusive. Oftentimes, as in the case of the many hymns to the goddess Tara, the
superb translations speak directly to the reader, and it is indeed as if the reader
himself were present at the ritual.
Neutralize the forces of darkness with holistic security magic Protect yourself
against psychic attacks, energy vampires, curses, and bewitchments. The
practices in this book will work no matter what your personal beliefs or
convictions. With creative approaches to extremely powerful magic, these easyto-read teachings will show you how to work with: Sigils Mantras Mudras Rituals
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Spiritual allies Protective entities Bodily awareness Habits Negotiation Selfassertiveness Mental models You don't have to commit to any specific religious
or philosophical beliefs in order to conquer the negative energies and intentions
that exist in our world. Simple to apply in everyday life with no previous
experience necessary, these techniques will help you grow your spiritual
awareness and develop powerful protection for the mind, body, and spirit.
Fiercely intelligent, beautiful, and ready to claim her birthright, she navigates a
dangerous world torn between war and witchpower. Seduction and stealth are
Belinda Primrose’s skills–weapons befitting the queen’s bastard daughter, a
pawn of espionage conceived by Lorraine, ruler of Aulun, and her lover and
spymaster, Belinda’s father. Now an accomplished assassin, Belinda uncovers
the true game her father never intended her to play. For Belinda has found her
witchpower, a legacy born from something not of this earth. In a treacherous
world where religion and rebellion rule, Lorraine is now in a position to sweep
over the countries of Echon and to back her chosen successor to the throne:
Belinda. But Belinda is no longer anyone’s pawn. Lured by the sensual dark
magic of Dmitri, envoy to a neighboring throne, yet still drawn to the witchlord
embrace of her former lover, Javier, Belinda knows that she has entered a realm
where power and control go to those who can master and manipulate their
fiercest desires. For the witchpower depends on the skill its wielder holds. From
the Trade Paperback edition.
Amazon warrior Anastasia Duras has spent her entire life training for one thing:
to hunt and kill blood-drinking Darklings who refuse to follow the Karpaty
Council's rule. Her first mission sends her after a newly turned vampire gone
rogue—and into the path of sexy Darkling Jasper Nagorsky. Jasper is on a
mission of his own, one that clashes with Anastasia's—but their passionate
confrontations arouse a hunger in him that has nothing to do with the bloodlust.
Yet dalliances between Darklings and humans are forbidden by the Council.
Jasper broke this rule once before and was barely allowed to live. Is their passion
worth risking death a second time?
In this book, you will learn the most efficient Qigong. You will discover all the secrets of Qigong
that never had been published in one book before. And you need only one hour per day to
become healthy and vigor. With the Immortal Qigong is long levity over 100 years possible.
This book teaches you: Do You want to release fast and efficient your negative emotions? With
the Tao 5 Elements and the Healing Sounds, you can do so. Do You want to balance your
Energy in your body? With Tao Two Hand Method and the Healing Sounds, you can do so. Do
You want Peace in your mind and experience Bliss? With my moving Qigong, you will gain that
and excellent Health. Do You want to Live Long and to be Healthy and Vigor? With the
Immortal Qigong from Lu Zijian (Lu Zijian died with 118 and was vigor and healthy until his
end), you achieve that, and you will get Bliss and Peace in mind.Do You want to Enjoy Your
Sex, to have a longer Climax and even to Heal our body? With the Tao-Love, you do so.Do
you have problems to learn new things? You can easily learn my Qigong with my videos. For
free, You can download and see my Qigong videos.
The law of eternity, self help non fiction. inner guide to meditation for the realization of your
inner being , consciousness , awareness, non being , the law of eternity. This book is a master
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piece one of the most beautiful book ever write in the history of civilization , the emphasis the
path is on meditation , close your eyes , the present his the gate less gate to your inner being ,
silence the gate less gate to your inner consciousness , nothingness the absence of things the
gate less gate into non being the law of eternity , and then freedom ,relaxation , bliss, ecstasy ,
sacred divine , you in essence are free unbounded you are resurrect ...and his an extract on
physic outer science , and inner science the science of the mystery call it also mysticism the
best ever write the deepest a master piece for real..Angelo Aulisa
The Routledge International Handbook of Charisma provides an unprecedented
multidimensional and multidisciplinary comparative analysis of the phenomenon of charisma –
first defined by Max Weber as the irrational bond between deified leader and submissive
follower. It includes broad overviews of foundational theories and experiences of charisma and
of associated key issues and themes. Contributors include 45 influential international scholars
who approach the topic from different disciplinary perspectives and utilize examples from an
array of historical and cultural settings. The Handbook presents up-to-date, concise, thoughtprovoking, innovative, and informative perspectives on charisma as it has been expressed in
the past and as it continues to be manifested in the contemporary world by leaders ranging
from shamans to presidents. It is designed to be essential reading for all students, researchers,
and general readers interested in achieving a comprehensive understanding of the power and
potential of charismatic authority in all its varieties, subtleties, dynamics, and current and
potential directions.
The first English translation of the Vajra Rosary Tantra, with extensive annotations from
Alamkakalasha's Commentary, with a detailed introduction by the author. The Vajra Rosary is
perhaps the most significant and detailed teaching attributed to Buddha instructing a
practitioner how to overcome the 108 energies and their related conceptions that circulate in
the subtle body and mind, leading most of us to continued rebirth in cyclic existence. The Vajra
Rosary tells us how to overcome these energies and achieve the freedom of enlightenment. It
is one of the “explanatory tantras” of the Buddhist Esoteric Community (Guhyasamaja)
unexcelled yoga tantric system, the most complete of the four systems of tantra described in
Indo-Tibetan Buddhist literature. The book’s analysis of the Vajra Rosary Tantra illuminates for
readers perhaps the most compelling reason of all to choose Rosary—the path to enlightenment
is built on overcoming the 108 energy-winds and conceptualities, the number of beads on the
ancient Indo-Tibetan Buddhist rosary. Readers will learn what practices to engage in to
accomplish the goal of becoming a fully enlightened buddha through this comprehensive text.
Beginning in the 1990s, author Talcyona Nova experienced severe health issues and
symptoms that had become her norm. She suffered from migraines, fibromyalgia, rashes,
problems digesting food, burning nerve pain, joint pain, at times a racing heartbeat and
skipped heartbeats, and a general cytokine storm state of affairs. In Abyss to Bliss, she shares
the story of her journey back to herself—her physical, emotional, and spiritual wholeness. The
journey began with years of illness and disconnection from spirit but emerges, through many
healing modalities and expansion of the mind and spirit, into wholeness and reconnection of
her mind, body, and spirit, along with a rediscovered sense of life force energy and well-being.
Nova narrates an account of her intriguing life story and how she combined intuitive senses,
medical knowledge, and spirituality to rise above the abyss she found herself confined to for
many years. She tells of her gritty determination to push beyond ordinary boundaries and to
reclaim her wholeness of mind, body, and spirit. Abyss to Bliss will help you move more fully
into your own empowerment, sovereignty, and well-being on every level.
Today’s greatest health challenges, the so-called diseases of civilization—depression, trauma,
obesity, cancer—are now known in large part to reflect our inability to tame stress reflexes gone
wild and to empower instead the peaceful, healing and sociable part of our nature that adapts
us to civilized life. The same can be said of the economic challenges posed by the stressPage 3/9
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reactive cycles of boom and bust, driven by addictive greed and compulsive panic. As current
research opens up new horizons of stress-cessation, empathic intelligence, peak performance,
and shared happiness, it has also encountered Asian methods of self-healing and
interdependence more effective and teachable than any known in the West. Sustainable
Happiness is the first book to make Asia’s most rigorous and complete system of
contemplative living, hidden for centuries in Tibet, accessible to help us all on our shared
journey towards sustainable well-being, altruism, inspiration and happiness.
Despite the fact that they can't stand each other, Shame Flynn and Terric Conley must use
their magic together to defeat Eli Collins—an enemy who is trying to use magic as a weapon by
carving spells into the flesh of innocents and turning them into brainless walking bombs.
Original. 40,000 first printing.

Knights of Sehaann embody responsibility, honor, and privilege. But Kyren has
loftier goals. He wants a spot in the Royal Guard. It’s among those elite warriors
that he’ll find purpose, reward for years of sword training, and the only family he
has left. He’s unsure, though, if the story of his past is true. And if his brazen
audacity doesn’t get him killed, his knighthood test just might. After a lifetime
spent in obscurity in the country, Kyren knows nothing of palace etiquette or
provincial politics. He was raised as a commoner, a farmer, a nobody. But the
revelation of his true identity sends him chasing his dream of becoming a knight
all the way to the Sehaannian capital. He hopes to connect with the brother he
never knew he had. He wants to make a difference in the world. He has no idea
what he’s gotten himself into. Ani is an outcast. Separated from his family,
disrespected by his peers, ignored by his masters, he’s a slave striving to make
a name for himself in a cutthroat world of selfish ambition. The nearest thing he
has to a friend is the young boy who’s adopted him as his reluctant mentor.
Though he desperately craves companionship, he can’t let anyone get too close.
Intimacy is too risky. If anyone discovers why he tiptoes down darkened halls in
the middle of the night, his life and his family will be forfeit. Two lonely souls
brought together by chance—one dedicated to honor and duty and one weighed
down by obligation. It’s either the best partnership they could ever hope for or a
disaster waiting to happen. As political tensions in Sehaann reach a breaking
point, lines will be drawn, choices will be made, and split-second decisions will
ignite a war. Both Kyren and Ani are searching for a place to belong. Gods
willing, it won’t be on either side of a battlefield. This work is intended for a
mature audience and contains mature content. For a more comprehensive list of
content tags, please see this book’s information page at the author’s website.
Keywords: mm romance, sword sorcery magic quest, alternate universe AU,
knight romance, royal romance, mm fantasy romance, gay fantasy romance
An illustrated foray into the hidden truth about the use of psychoactive
mushrooms to connect with the divine. • Draws parallels between Vedic beliefs
and Judeo-Christian sects, showing the existence of a mushroom cult that
crossed cultural boundaries. • Contends that the famed philosophers' stone of
the alchemist was a metaphor for the mushroom. • Confirms and extends Robert
Gordon Wasson's hypothesis of the role of the fly agaric mushroom in generating
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religious visions. Rejecting arguments that the elusive philosophers' stone of
alchemy and the Hindu elixir of life were mere legend, Clark Heinrich provides a
strong case that Amanita muscaria, the fly agaric mushroom, played this role in
world religious history. Working under the assumption that this "magic
mushroom" was the mysterious food and drink of the gods, Heinrich traces its
use in Vedic and Puranic religion, illustrating how ancient cultures used the
powerful psychedelic in esoteric rituals meant to bring them into direct contact
with the divine. He then shows how the same mushroom symbols found in Hindu
scriptures correspond perfectly to the symbols of ancient Judaism, Christianity,
the Grail myths, and alchemy, arguing that miraculous stories as disparate as the
burning bush of Moses and the raising of Lazarus from the dead can be easily
explained by the use of this strange and powerful mushroom. While
acknowledging the speculative nature of his work, Heinrich concludes that in
many religious cultures and traditions the fly agaric mushroom--and in some
cases ergot or psilocybin mushrooms--had a fundamental influence in teaching
humans about the nature of God. His insightful book truly brings new light to the
religious history of humanity.
Love’s Story, the final volume of Ajit Sripad Rao Nalkur’s trilogy on love,
highlights his vision and realisation of true love on Earth. The poems in this
volume were written over a period of twenty years while Nalkur was living and
working in Australia and the United States and after he returned to his birth
country, India. This volume is divided into three parts. “The Vision” contains
poems he began to write in Australia in the early 1990s and takes a narrative
form, with much of the work appearing in prose. It offers the poet’s visionary
experience of love Part two, entitled “Love on Earth,” addresses the realisation
and actualisation of that love. The third and final part of the book, “Poet’s
Corner,” contains verse on the art of poetry. Love’s Story explores true love in
all its aspects and considers the realisation of a dream of such a love on Earth.
This Volume contains the books: - Telepathy for Beginners - Telepathy for
Advanced Learners - Telekinesis for Beginners - Auto-Movement for Beginners Astrology for Beginners - The Language of the Moon - for Beginners - Feng Shui
for Beginners - Kundalini for Beginners
Satoyama is a book about meditation and consciousness, it goes through the
high topics of mysticism, and reveal very sophisticate methodology of meditation,
is a self help guide , not fiction, how to leave in harmony whit nature,and
consciousness,Satoyama means leaving in harmony whit nature, and
consciousness, and here follow .....
MAGIC IS STIRRING UP LUST, ROMANCE, DANGER-AND REVEALING
LONG-HIDDEN TRUTHS. Charlize, aka Charlie, is moving yet again, to a new
city, a new school...new everything. Her family is always moving, but this time, it
doesn't seem so bad! Charlie is turning sixteen, finally making friends, and
crushing on some seriously hot guys. Plus, said hot guys' feelings seem to be
mutual... This is the happiest Charlie has been in a very long time. But she does
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have a little problem. Charlie is having bizarre, dark, eerie dreams, and she
knows deep down that the feelings these dreams provoke, which seem to
consume her, cannot be normal. There is a sexy male voice invading her
dreams, and now it seems it is invading her waking hours too. The voice is
compelling, hauntingly mesmerizing, and overwhelmingly beautiful. Charlie
doesn't care if this dream voice is good or bad; she just knows she wants to hear
more. Now, Charlie is on a journey to discover who and what she really is, and to
uncover the reason her family moves so frequently. Charlie knows this is going to
be one crazy, fun ride. But something big is about to happen, and it will end up
changing what she believed was real and what truly is...
Award Winner in the Science category of the 2020 Best Book Awards sponsored
by American Book Fest Award-winning author and thought leader Dawson
Church, Ph.D., blends cutting-edge neuroscience with intense firsthand
experience to show you how you can rewire your brain for happiness-starting
right now. Neural plasticity-the discovery that the brain is capable of rewiring itselfis now widely understood. But what few people have grasped yet is how quickly
this is happening, how extensive brain changes can be, and how much control
each of us has over the process. In Bliss Brain, famed researcher Dawson
Church digs deep into leading-edge science, and finds stunning evidence of rapid
and radical brain change. In just eight weeks of practice, 12 minutes a day, using
the right techniques, we can produce measurable changes in our brains. These
make us calmer, happier, and more resilient. When we cultivate these
pleasurable states over time, they become traits. We don't just feel more blissful
as a temporary state; the changes are literally hard-wired into our brains,
becoming stable and enduring personality traits. The startling conclusions of
Church's research show that neural remodeling goes much farther than scientists
have previously understood, with stress circuits shriveling over time.
Simultaneously, "The Enlightenment Circuit"-associated with happiness,
compassion, productivity, creativity, and resilience-expands. During deep
meditation, Church shows how "the 7 neurochemicals of ecstasy" are released in
our brains. These include anandamide, a neurotransmitter that's been named
"the bliss molecule" because it mimics the effects of THC, the active ingredient in
cannabis. It boosts serotonin and dopamine; the first is an analog of psilocybin,
the second of cocaine. He shows how cultivating these elevated emotional states
literally produces a self-induced high. While writing Bliss Brain, Church went
through a series of disasters, including escaping seconds ahead of a California
wildfire that consumed his home and office and claimed 22 lives. The fire
triggered a painful medical condition and a financial disaster. Through it all,
Church steadily practiced the techniques of Bliss Brain while teaching them to
thousands of other people. This book weaves his story of resilience into the fabric
of neuroscience, producing a fascinating picture of just how happy we can make
our brains, no matter what the odds.
The Brilliantly Illuminating Lamp of the Five StagesSimon and Schuster
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The Elf Folks' Book of Cookery was created for elves, faeries and all otherkin to use to adapt to
their own needs, both healthy and flavorful. All the food recipes in this book are created by
elves and eaten by elves! Of course, they may also be used by anyone interested in healthy
and delicious foods. The Silver Elves have eaten in their daily diet all 50+ recipes this book
shares and they continue to adapt them according to their tastes, understanding of modern
nutritional knowledge, and what they may have in the cupboard on a particular day. The Silver
Elves trust you will do the same, making this your own book of magical elven recipes. This
book is not only an elven recipe book, but also a course in how to cook and alter recipes to
your health specifications. Making a healthy diet change can be difficult for anyone and the
elves want to help their kin to make this important transition toward excellent health both easy
and fun. Reading and using this book, you will learn how to take an old favorite food of your
clan and alter it to be more nutritious and healthy, as well as delicious. While they advise the
use of all organics, they have added recipes for a variety of meals, treats and tastes, for those
needing both gluten-free and those who feel their bodies accept gluten whole grains. The
Silver Elves have many vegetarian dishes, but also some meat and fish dishes. You will note
little elven enchantments or spells here and there throughout the book that can be chanted
when cooking to fill a dish with that special elfin magick. The Silver Elves cook consciously and
with healing intent and using their magical spells while cooking will help you do the same. "The
very best The taste supreme Will bring to us Our every dream!" -The Silver Elves
?In this book, you will learn the most efficient Qigong. You will discover all the secrets of
Qigong that never had been published in one book before. And you need only one hour per
day to become healthy and vigor. With the Immortal Qigong is long levity over 100 years
possible. This book teaches you: Do You want to release fast and efficient your negative
emotions? With the Tao 5 Elements and the Healing Sounds, you can do so. Do You want to
balance your Energy in your body? With Tao Two Hand Method and the Healing Sounds, you
can do so. Do You want Peace in your mind and experience Bliss? With my moving Qigong,
you will gain that and excellent Health. Do You want to Live Long and to be Healthy and Vigor?
With the Immortal Qigong from Lu Zijian (Lu Zijian died with 118 and was vigor and healthy
until his end), you achieve that, and you will get Bliss and Peace in mind. Do You want to
Enjoy Your Sex, to have a longer Climax and even to Heal our body? With the Tao-Love, you
do so. Do you have problems to learn new things? You can easily learn my Qigong with my
videos. For free, You can download and see my Qigong videos.
Roary is everyman's dream with her long, beautiful chestnut hair, bright green eyes, luscious
tan skin, and tight, toned body. Roary spent her entire life as an Army brat and after the death
of her father she becomes an exotic dancer. Through her many adventures with her friend
Shelly she finds herself falling for a Soldier. Between the pain of losing her father, love for
dancing, and defying her own rules, Roary finds herself on the adventure of a lifetime.
You're about to discover the crucial information regarding Mentalism. Millions of people have
already experienced the amazing effects that Mentalism can offer. Mentalism is a complex
topic and it can be overwhelming to understand if you are a passive observer. This book goes
into the origins and history of Mentalism, the science behind it, the effects of Mentalism on the
audience, how it can be used for good or bad, Mentalism compared to magic, and the future of
Mentalism. By investing in this book, you can get a grasp of what the life-changing experience
of Mentalism can bring to you.
You're deeply committed to helping your kids succeed, but sometimes you wonder, am I really
helping them? Tim Elmore shows you how to avoid twelve critical mistakes parents
unintentionally make. He outlines practical and effective parenting skills so you can help your
kids soar.
Update mode , self help inner guide to meditation , inner being , witness consciousness , inner
consciousness , emptiness nothingness , to non being body incorporeal where forms time
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space duality of mind annihilate to formless awareness unfocused is just an i am ness infinite
light into the core and source of the mystery of the universal body and life and death and of all
duality , eternity itself begin less endless huger bigger above beyond transcendental to the
universal body itself actually the ultimate canvas reality where the universal body is paint
display. Update mode is a guidebook for the blues is all about physics & mysticism , physics
means nature in ancient Greek language is the science that study how the universal body
behave and all of is intrinsic law forces energy in motion the goal of physics is to understand
the behavior of the inner law of the universe and finally know them define them , mysticism is
an inner science of the inner mystery reality of an organic unity , what emerge as a synthesis is
a unique science that surpass all understand of humanity up to today days amazing beautiful
....Angelo Aulisa

A noted literary critic examines the life of the prolific Danish writer whose works
captivated readers across Europe.
Ready to leave your divorce behind and live a life you love? After a long marriage, Jude
Walsh found herself in a position she never thought possible: divorced. The life she
knew was gone. To heal the pain of the divorce and create a different future for herself,
Jude developed eight practices, which she shares with the goal of helping other women
create the life of their dreams and thrive after divorce. In Post-Divorce Bliss, women
learn to shift their perspective, go beyond grief, and transform their trauma, along with
other practical skills for moving forward. With Jude’s guidance and passion, women
find themselves ready to leave their divorce behind and live a life they love.
For once, Genny's life seems quiet. Her sexy boss isn't pushing for a decision on their
relationship, and the witches have declared that she is no longer a threat. But when a
teenaged faeling is fished out of the River Thames and another disappears, Genny
finds herself in a race to stop a curse from taking its next victim.
Beyond the land of Uton where Ryson Acumen makes his home, the barrier which once
surrounded Demonsheol has fallen. Demons can move freely from one realm to
another and return to their homeland without consequence. The destruction of the
barrier allows one demon taskmaster to make a startling choice which drastically
impacts both realms. Turmoil does not end with the actions of a single beast. In Dark
Spruce Forest, a seemingly innocent experiment turns into tragedy. The elf camp is
thrown into chaos and the wizard Jure falls into a state of absolute despair. Unable to
cope with the calamity, the wizard begins a journey toward self-destruction. Ryson is
forced to act on several fronts. He must find Jure, stabilize the elf camp, and deal with a
renegade primeval. When the delver finally faces the demon, he discovers that far more
is at stake than any territorial claim. He struggles in a vicious battle only to realize that
certain decisions are beyond his influence. In hoping to save the land as well as his
own conscience, Ryson discovers the one possible solution is also a chance for
redemption.
Where Law of Attraction Meets Natural Magic New York Times and USA Today
Bestselling Author Maggie Shayne’s Bliss Blog is changing lives and raising vibrations
everywhere. This is leading edge thought that empowers readers with a deeper
understanding of the Universe and our place within it. Learn to super-charge your
connection to Source, tune up your intuition, raise your vibe. With a little practice, you’ll
soon see your fondest wishes popping into your your experience. It’s amazing, and far
simpler than most are making it. Every single post speaks to, uplifts, and soothes the
soul A YEAR OF BLISS is the complete collection of Bliss Blog posts from calendar
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year 2019.
The most important commentary on Vajrayana from the founder of the Dalai Lama's
school of Buddhism. The Brilliantly Illuminating Lamp of the Five Stages (rim lnga rab tu
gsal ba’i sgron me) is Tsong Khapa’s most important commentary on the perfection
stage practices of the Esoteric Community (Guhyasamaja), the tantra he considered
fundamental for the practice of the “father tantra” class of unexcelled yoga tantras. It
draws heavily on Nagarjuna’s Five Stages (Pañcakrama) and Aryadeva’s Lamp that
Integrates the Practices (Caryamelapakapradipa), as well as a vast range of perfection
stage works included in the Tibetan canonical (Kangyur and Tengyur) collections. It is
an important work for both scholars and practitioners. A reader of this work will find in it
convincing evidence for Tsong Khapa’s own yogic experience and attainment, in
coordination with his better-known philosophical and scholarly achievements. The
present revised edition of the work is a cornerstone of the Complete Works of Jey
Tsong Khapa and Sons collection, a subset of the Treasury of the Buddhist Sciences
series. Comprised of the collected works of Tsong Khapa (1357–1419) and his spiritual
sons, Gyaltsap Darma Rinchen (1364–1432) and Khedrup Gelek Pelsang (1385–1438),
the numerous works in this set of Tibetan treatises and supercommentaries are based
on the thousands of works in the Tibetan Buddhist canon.
The first systematic approach to the parallels between fairy-tale retellings and fairy-tale
theory.
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